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Introduction 
 
 
The bus 485 is made up of a twisted-pair cable to which are connected several remote units; one of 
these units, usually a personal computer, has the task to control the other and it’s the only one 
authorized to book/use the bus (master) whereas all the other connected cards (slaves) can book the 
bus only on the master’s express request by a kind of interrogation described later on. Two 120 ohms 
termination resistances must be placed at the two external heads of the connection line; all the cards 
that are in between must be directly connected to the line by 2 screw clamps: right connection must be 
made by joining, directly on the clamps, the two arriving connectors with the two departing ones. 
Connections partially or completely “star-made” do not ensure the correct bus functioning. Into each 
device there’s a driver that ensure communications even with hundreds meters of cable. 
The communication protocol take place at 9600 baud, 1 start bit, 8 bit, 1 stop bit, parity bit N. 
Each command sent by the master (MA) contains in its head a card ID (IDSCH) to which the command 
is addressed (IDCOM), followed by a certain number of bytes concerning the command itself. 
For each command received, the slave (SL) reply with an OK when the data has arrived correctly and 
the command has been correctly read or with an ER in case of errors. Exception is made for the 
commands concerning the data request from MA to SL: there are appropriate commands to read the 
data managed by the SL. In this way the MA can run a poll and get multiple information back from all the 
SL connected to the bus. If needed, the polling could be done extremely fast considering that a normal 
request/reply communication can last 10/15ms on average. 
 
 
String format is composed as below: 
 
Start string card ID command ID Data 1 Data 2 Data N Checksum End string 

STX IDSCH IDCOM DATA1 DATA2 DATAN CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii Hex Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii 0x03 
1 byte 2 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 1 byte 

 
STX (Start TX) and ETX (End TX) are two fields that allow string control and make it dynamic (not with a 
fixed bytes structure). They are managed with one single byte. 
IDSCH is a field that identify the unit to which the command is headed; it has to be managed in ASCII 
(two bytes). 
IDCOM  is a field that identify the command; it’s managed with one byte and it has to be always >0x30. 
All the other data field values can be from 0 to FF so they have to be converted and sent in ASCII; to be 
more precise they are split in low nibble and high nibble and the respective ASCII codes will be sent. 
 
Examples: 
DATA = 0x36 =’3’+’6’ = 0x30 + 0x36 
DATA = 0x4B = ’4’+’B’ = 0x34 + 0x42 
DATA = 0xCF = ’C’+’F’ = 0x43 + 0x46 
 
ASCII Table reference: 
 
CHR HEX CHR HEX CHR HEX CHR HEX 
0 0x30 4 0x34 8 0x38 C 0x43 
1 0x31 5 0x35 9 0x39 D 0x44 
2 0x32 6 0x36 A 0x41 E 0x45 
3 0x33 7 0x37 B 0x42 F 0x46 
, (semicolon) 0x2C .(dot) 0x2E     

The ASCII data conversion is used to consider every code lower than 0x30 as a string’s control code, 
command type included. 
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Card ID field IDSCH 
 
The IDSCH is formed by 8 bits so it is possible to obtain 256 different IDs to be assigned to the SL units 
through their own internal dip-switches. 
The ID 0x00 is used to send to all the units a Broadcast command: when the unit receive this ID it runs 
the next command without giving any reply back to the MA and book the bus. By this way it is possible 
to send all the commands that the SL units can recognize and give them all the same settings. 
 
 
Command field IDCOM 
 
The IDCOM is formed by 8 bits and for each SL (0xFF-0x30) = 207 different commands could be 
implemented. 
 
 
Error control field checksum CKS 
 
The checksum is a control code obtained by adding all the string bytes starting from the IDSCH 
(included) to the CKS (excluded). Value could be also 0x02 or 0x03 that match to the string control 
codes and be wrongly read; so also the CKS must be managed in ASCII. Overflow is not considered in 
the sum and the less significant byte resulting from the calculation is considered the valid one. 
 
Calculation example: 
 
Start string card ID command 

ID 
Data 1 Data 2 Data N Checksum End string 

STX IDSCH IDCOM DATA1 DATA2 DATAN CKS ETX 
0x02 0x24 0x35 0x18 0x0D 0xC4 0xBF 0x03 
0x02 0x32 0x34 0x35 0x31 0x38 0x00 0x44 0x43 0x34 0x42 0x46 0x03 
1 byte 2 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 1 byte 

 
 
Slave reply after a received command 
 
After the SL has received a command from the MA, it has to reply in approximately 10ms. Max expected 
time-out for the reply is 20ms. The best should be to obtain the reply in 2 or 3ms to keep low the total 
communication time: this could ensure a good speed in case a lot of units are present on the bus and 
they have to be constantly controlled by the MA. 
SL must always synchronize itself on STX (0x02) as a record’s firs byte and store following data in a 
limited buffer size (32/64 bytes) so communication errors can be easily find on the string and, in case, it 
doesn’t remain blocked. Any kind of reply from the SL must take place only after an ETX is received. 
If the SL can read only the first part of the record and verify that the IDSCH match but there are 
transmission or interpretation errors of the rest of the record, it must reply with an error code, but after 
an ETX is arrived. In any other event of failed string interpretation the SL does not reply. 
The two replies the SL can transmit in case of confirmation or negotiation are the following: 
 

Start string Card ID Data 1 Data 2 End string  
STX IDSCH ‘O’ ‘K’ ETX Correct communication with no errors 
0x02 ASCII 0x4F 0x4B 0x03  
STX IDSCH ‘E’ ‘R’ ETX Wrong communication 
0x02 ASCII 0x45 0x52 0x03  
1 byte 2 byte 1 byte 1 byte 1 byte  
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ASCII encoding and CKS are not necessary in these reply strings  because the two characters “OK” or 
“ER” are both verified by the MA and this is already warranty of correct data. 
In case of negative reply or missed reply the MA can make 4 communication attempt, after that it 
disregard the SL unit.  
 
0x30  Slave present request command 
 
This command is essential when an auto-configuration is needed in a system where the MA makes a 
search (polling) for all the SL connected to the bus, which after it will have to control. 
This command has to be universally recognized  by all the SL, so IDCOM = 0x30. 
String will be formed as here below: 

 
Start string Card ID Command ID Checksum End string 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 0xXX 0x30 0xXY 0x03 
0x02 0xXX 0x30 0x3X 0x3Y 0x03 
1 byte 2 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 1 byte 

 
The MA will then send a string sequence increasing IDSCH starting from 0x01 to 0xFF. 
When a SL present on the bus receive that command it has only to reply with an “OK” confirmation; its 
IDSCH is, in fact, confirmed by this kind of reply. 
 
 
0x32  Reading command to get data from the slave units 
 
This command allows to read some parameters from the SL. It’s a single command for all the SL but 
replies could be different depending on the parameters managed from the SL (e.g. temperature, levels, 
peripheral alarm status, etc...). If there are many parameters to read but a continuous reading is needed 
only for a few of those, it’s better to divide the command up to two or more different commands 
depending on the peripheral managing needs. 
Command will be as here below: 
 
Start string Card ID Command ID Checksum End string 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 0xXX 0x32 0xXY 0x03 
0x02 0xXX 0x32 0x3X 0x3Y 0x03 
1 byte 2 byte 1 byte 2 bytes 1 byte 

 
To compose the command/reply string, see the specific cases wrote hereinafter. 
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Commands Table 
 
DA480R unit takes its functioning base on the following variables that are exchanged between MA and 
SL. 
 
IDSCH 0x-- Address change possibility from 0x01 to 0xFF  (0x00 for broadcast mode) 
IDCOM 0x30 Slave present request 
IDCOM 0x31 Data reading command: Firmware Version 
IDCOM 0x32 Data reading command: 4 channels volume levels, VCA/remote mode control flag, 

mute status flag 
IDCOM 0x33 Setting command: VCA/remote control mode flag, mute status flag 
IDCOM 0x34 Setting command: 4 channels volume levels adjustment 
IDCOM 0x35 Data reading command: VCA volume levels 
IDCOM 0x36 Data reading command: inputs signal-present and peak, outputs mute and faults 

status  
IDCOM 0x37 Data reading command: internal temperature level, fan speed, over temperature alert 

signal, loudspeakers load relays settings 
IDCOM 0x38 Data reading command: open-collectors and relays logic outputs status 
IDCOM 0x39 Setting command: Loudspeakers load relays settings 
IDCOM 0x3A Setting command: 8 characters labels writing 
IDCOM 0x3B Data reading command: 8 characters labels reading 
IDCOM 0x3C Unified data reading command:  inputs signal-present and peak, outputs mute and 

faults status, internal temperature level, fan speed, over temperature alert signal, 
Loudspeakers load relays settings 

IDCOM 0x3D Data reading command: Remote 4 channels volume levels 
IDCOM 0x3E Data reading command: Life timer(hours) and  power-on timer(minutes) 
   
   
   
IDCOM 0xF0 Data reading command: Service Serial Number SSN 
IDCOM 0xF1 Data reading command: Factory Serial Number FSN 
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0x31  Firmware version reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x31 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH CHAR1 CHAR2 CHAR3 CHAR4 CHAR5 CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x31,0x39,0x32,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x34,0x30,0x32,0x2E,0x33,0x35,0x35,0x43,0x03 
Device ID 1  with firmware version 02.35. 
 
0x32  Volume levels, VCA/Remote control mode and mute mode reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x32 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH CFLAG1 VOL CH1 VOL CH2 VOL CH3 VOL CH4 CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
 
CONTROL FLAGS 1  
Bit 0 = CH1 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 4 = CH1 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 1 = CH2 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 5 = CH2 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 2 = CH3 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 6 = CH3 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 3 = CH4 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 7 = CH4 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

 
The byte CFLAG1 corresponds to CONTROL FLAGS 1: in this command it is used in read mode and it 
lets you know if the volume level corresponds to the remote value or to the VCA value, as well if the 
single channel is in mute mode or not. The VOL CHx values correspond to the real volume levels used 
by the amplifier.  
Warning : Values from 0 to 5 are read by DA480R always like volume 0. 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x32,0x39,0x33,0x03 
Device response: 
0x02,0x30,0x31,0x30,0x46,0x35,0x43,0x38,0x35,0x38,0x37,0x36,0x31,0x39,0x32,0x03    
Device ID 1  with  VCA disabled, mute disabled,  volumes levels = 35%,51%,52%,37%  
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0x33  VCA/Remote control mode and mute mode setting command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CONTROL FLAGS 1 CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x33 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
By this command it’s possible to switch the volume control from “VCA” to “remote” or vice versa and 
mute/unmute  all channel or a single one. 
 
CONTROL FLAGS 1  
Bit 0 = CH1 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 4 = Set CH1 Mute mode 
0= disable    1= enable  

Bit 1 = CH2 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 5 = Set CH2 Mute mode 
0= disable    1= enable 

Bit 2 = CH3 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 6 = Set CH3 Mute mode 
0= disable    1= enable 

Bit 3 = CH4 volume remote control via RS485 
0= disable (VCA enable)    1= enable (VCA disable)

Bit 7 = Set CH4 Mute mode 
0= disable    1= enable 

 
Warning: if you set the mute flag from the remote command (bit 4-7), DA480R  enters in the MUTE 
mode both if the volumes mode is in VCA mode as well if it is in remote mode. So when you unmute the  
device (bit=0) the volume value will be the latest set for the current volume control mode (VCA or 
Remote): for this purpose use the corresponding VCA/Remote flags (bit 0-3) and the proper volume 
level to obtain the desired setting.  
This setting is permanently stored until another command will be sent; it will also be preserved after a 
power–cycle. 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x33,0x30,0x46,0x30,0x41,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x4F,0x4B,0x03  
Device ID 1, disabling VCA and mute mode for all 4 channels. 
 
0x34  Remote volume adjustment setting command. 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM VOL. 
CH1 

VOL. 
CH2 

VOL. 
CH3 

VOL. 
CH4 

CKS ETX 

0x02 Ascii (2) 0x34 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 
 
The slave device will respond with OK or ER. 
 
Warning: The volume levels set with values from 0 to 5 are always read by DA480R as  volume 0, also 
when reading is made by the 0x32 command. 
This setting is permanently stored until another command will be sent. It will also be restored after a 
power–cycle. 
 
Data type Managing 

format 
Range Default 

value 
Management way 

Volume adjustment DEC From 0% to 100% 
Byte from 00 to FF 

0% 256 positions including 0 

     
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x34,0x39,0x34,0x35,0x45,0x41,0x33,0x34,0x30,0x35,0x34,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x4F,0x4B,0x03  
Device ID 1 with volume levels setting: 58%,37%,64%,25% 
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0x35  VCA volume levels reading command  
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x35 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH VCA CH1 VCA CH2 VCA CH3 VCA CH4 CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
The values read by this command are not influenced by the VCA inverting jumper, so the tension values 
from 0 to 10V correspond to 0-100%.  
 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x35,0x39,0x36,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x39,0x34,0x39,0x35,0x30,0x31,0x30,0x31,0x46,0x45,0x03 
Device ID 1 with VCA volume levels = 57%,58%,0%,0% 
 
0x36  Inputs signal-present and peak, outputs mute and faults flags reading command  
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x36 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH STS INPUTS STS MUTE & FAULTS CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Flags table: 
STS INPUTS STS MUTE & FAULTS 
Bit 0 = CH1 input signal present 
0= no signal    1= signal present 

Bit 0 = CH1 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 1 = CH1 input peak 
0= no peak    1= peak present 

Bit 1 = CH2 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 2 = CH2 input signal present 
0= no signal    1= signal present 

Bit 2 = CH3 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 3 = CH2 input peak 
0= no peak    1= peak present 

Bit 3 = CH4 mute check 
0= no muting    1= mute mode 

Bit 4 = CH3 input signal present 
0= no signal    1= signal present 

Bit 4 = CH1 fault check 
0= no fault    1= fault occurrence 

Bit 5 = CH3 input peak 
0= no peak    1= peak present 

Bit 5 = CH2 fault check 
0= no fault    1= fault occurrence 

Bit 6 = CH4 input signal present 
0= no signal    1= signal present 

Bit 6 = CH3 fault check 
0= no fault    1= fault occurrence 

Bit 7 = CH4 input peak 
0= no peak    1= peak present 

Bit 7 = CH4 fault check 
0= no fault    1= fault occurrence 

The mute data are the same available with the 0x32 command. 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x36,0x39,0x37,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x32,0x31,0x03 
Device ID 1 with signal present, peak, mute e fault flags = 0 for all the 4 channel 
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0x37  Internal temperature level, fan speed, over-temperature alert signal, loudspeakers 
load relays settings reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x37 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH TENS UNITS POINT DEC F & OVT & SR CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Warning: the temperature range is from 20°C to 80°C. 
 
Flags Table: 
FAN & OVER-TEMPERATURE & SPEAKERS RELAYS STATUS 
Bit 0 = fan speed 1 (low) 
0= off    1= on 

Bit 4 = Speakers relay CH 1/2 status 
0=disable (load disconn.)    1=enable (load connected) 

Bit 1 = fan speed 2 (mid) 
0= off    1= on 

Bit 5 = Speakers relay CH 3/4 status 
0=disable (load disconn.)    1=enable (load connected) 

Bit 2 = fan speed 3 (high) 
0= off    1= on 

Bit 6 =  
 

Bit 3 = over-temperature flag 
0= no alarm    1= over-temperature alarm 

Bit 7 =  
 

 
The bit 4 and 5 indicate the status of the relays between power amplifiers outputs and the load 
(speakers): be aware of the status of these relays is important to know if load is connected.  
This is only a digital data coming from the microcontroller; it doesn’t indicate, for instance, if a spool is 
burning.  
 
Example:  
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x37,0x39,0x38,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x32,0x39,0x2e,0x35,0x33,0x30,0x39,0x32,0x03 
Device ID 1 with internal temperature = 29.5 °C , fan speed = 0 and load speakers relays connected for 
the 2 channel pairs. 
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0x38  Open-collectors and relays logic outputs status reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x38 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH STS L&R OUTPUTS CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
STS LOGIC & RELAYS OUTPUTS 
Bit 0 = Logic output TTL 1/2 
0= disable (open)    1= enable (closed to GND) 

Bit 4 =  

Bit 1 = Logic output TTL 3/4 
0= disable (open)    1= enable (closed to GND) 

Bit 5 =  

Bit 2 = Logic relay 1/2 (see bit 6 for inverted mode) 
0=disable (C closed to NC)    1=enable (C closed to 
NO) 

Bit 6 = Logic relay 1/2 inverted mode (for safety 
use) 
0= standard mode    1= inverted mode 

Bit 3 = Logic relay 3/4 (see bit 7 for inverted mode) 
0=disable (C closed to NC)    1=enable (C closed to 
NO) 

Bit 7 = Logic relay 3/4 inverted mode (for safety 
use) 
0= standard mode    1= inverted mode 

 
 
The logic relays operation depends on 2 bits: with the first one (bit 2 e 3) it’s possible to enable or 
disable the relays functionality, on the other hand the second one (bit 6 e 7) is needed to invert the 
relays status if they are used in safety mode.  In this last case the normal operational mode will be the 
one with the relay closed between C and NO: both in malfunctioning mode as well in no power supply 
mode, the relay will open to alert the DA 480-R supervising system by a warning alarm.  
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x38,0x39,0x39,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x43,0x30,0x44,0x34,0x03 
Device ID 1 with the outputs ½ and ¾ opened, the logic relays ½ and ¾  C closed to NC inverted mode 
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0x39  Load (loudspeakers) relays setting command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM SPEAKERS RELAYS FLAGS CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x39 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
By this command it’s possible to switch and manage the loudspeakers relays, enabling the remote or the 
microcontroller control. Once the remote control has been enabled, it’s possible to connect or disconnect 
the speakers. 
 
SPEAKERS RELAYS FLAGS  
Bit 0 = Speak. relay CH1/2  remote control via RS485 
0= disable (uP control)    1= enable (remote control) 

Bit 4 = 
 

Bit 1 = Speak. relay CH3/4  remote control via RS485 
0= disable (uP control)    1= enable (remote control) 

Bit 5 = 
 

Bit 2 = Speak. relay CH1/2  (only in remote control) 
0=disable (load disconn.)    1=enable (load connected) 

Bit 6 = 
 

Bit 3 = Speak. relay CH3/4  (only in remote control) 
0=disable (load disconn.)    1=enable (load connected) 

Bit 7 = 
 

 
Warning: if fault events occur, relays will be unlinked independently from the enabled control mode set 
by the flags. The operational mode, set by the flags, will be restored after the fault events are finished. 
This settings are permanently stored until a new flag setting command will be sent; they will also be 
preserved after a power–cycle. 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x39,0x30,0x33,0x46,0x44,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x4F,0x4B,0x03  
Device ID 1 with the outputs ½ and ¾ opened, the logic relays ½ and ¾  C closed to NC inverted mode 
 
 
0x3A  8 Characters labels writing command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM POS LABEL CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x3A Ascii (1) Ascii (8) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
By this command it’s allowed to store 5 labels, composed by 8 characters each, into the memory. The 
POS field corresponds to the label position (from 0 to 4) and the LABEL field contains the 8 characters 
string. Only ASCII characters are allowed and it’s recommended to use alphanumerical characters only. 
The string set on the position “0” corresponds to the device name. The other 4 labels correspond to the 
4 channel.  
The slave device will respond with OK or ER. It will respond ER also if the label will be set in a wrong 
position. 
  
Example: 
Command string: 
0x02,0x30,0x31,0x3a,0x30,0x44,0x41,0x34,0x38,0x30,0x52,0x31,0x20,0x0,0x0,0x0,0x38,0x46,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x4F,0x4B,0x03  
Device ID 1 with label 0 set to “DA480R1”. 
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0x3B  8 Characters reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM POS CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x3B Ascii (1) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
By this command it’s possible to read the 5 labels, composed by 8 characters, from the memory. The 
POS field corresponds to the label position (from 0 to 4) and the LABEL field contains the 8 characters 
string. 
  
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH LABEL CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (8) Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x3b,0x30,0x43,0x43,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x44,0x41,0x34,0x38,0x30,0x52,0x31,0x20,0x32,0x35,0x03  
Device ID 1 with label 0 = “DA480R1”. 
 
 
0x3C Inputs signal-present and peak, outputs mute and faults status, internal 
temperature level, fan speed, over-temperature alert signal, loudspeakers (load) relays  
unified reading command 
 
This command summarize the commands 0x36 and 0x37 and it can be useful to speed up the data 
polling from many devices connected to the bus.  
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x3C Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH STS 
INPUTS 

STS MUTE 
& FAULTS

TENS UNITS POINT DEC F & OVT 
& SR 

CKS ETX 

0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (1) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03
 
Refer to the flags tables reported in the 0x36 e 0x37 commands for data interpretation. 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x3c,0x39,0x44,0x03 
Device response: 
0x02,0x30,0x31,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x35,0x34,0x31,0x2e,0x32,0x30,0x30,0x34,0x42,0x03  
Device ID 1 with signal present, peak, mute and fault flags = 0 for all 4 channels, internal temperature = 
29.5 °C, fan speed = 0 and load speakers relays connected for the 2 channels pairs 
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0x3D  Remote 4 channel volume levels reading command 
 
This command allows you to know the volume values set from remote and stored into the device 
memory.   
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x3D Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 

STX IDSCH REM VOL 
CH1 

REM VOL 
CH2 

REM VOL 
CH3 

REM VOL 
CH4 

CKS ETX 

0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) Ascii (2) 0x03 
 
The REM VOL CHx parameters indicate the volume values sent from remote to the amplifier. This data 
is needed when one of the channel is in mute mode and the 0x32 command returns volume 0; by this 
command you can read the real volume values stored into the device.     
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x3d,0x39,0x45,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x39,0x34,0x35,0x45,0x41,0x33,0x34,0x30,0x32,0x30,0x03  
Device ID 1 with remote volume levels =  58%,37%,64%,25%. 
 
 
0x3E  Life timer (hours) and power-on timer (minutes) reading command 
 
By this command is possible to know the total life timer values and the power-on timer values from the 
slave device, coming as BCD format. Both timers can work up to the value of 983040, that corresponds 
to 112 years for the life timer and to 682 days for the power-on timer. The life timer value is stored into 
the EPROM so it can’t be lost. The power-on timer, on the other hand, restarts from 0 every time the 
amplifier is powered-on.       
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0x3E ASCII (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 
STX IDSCH H5 H4 H3 H2 H1 H0 M5 M4 M3 M2 M1 M0 CKS ETX 
0x02 ASCII (2) Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii Ascii (2) 0x03
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x3e,0x39,0x46,0x03 
Device response: 
0x02,0x31,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x35,0x32,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x30,0x39,0x31,0x42,0x03  
Device ID 1 with life timer = 000052 hours and power-on timer = 000091 minutes. 
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0xF0  Service Serial Number SSN reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0xF0 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 
STX IDSCH SERVICE SERIAL NUMBER CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0xf0,0x35,0x31,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x37,0x35,0x30,0x30,0x31,0x37,0x35,0x20,0x45,0x41,0x03  
Device ID 1, SSN = 7500175. 
 
 
0xF1  Factory Serial Number FSN reading command 
 

STX IDSCH IDCOM CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) 0xF1 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Received string has the following format: 
 
STX IDSCH FACTORY SERIAL NUMBER CKS ETX 
0x02 Ascii (2) Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii1 Ascii (2) 0x03 

 
Example: 
Command string: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0xf0,0x35,0x31,0x03 
Device response: 0x02,0x30,0x31,0x37,0x35,0x30,0x30,0x31,0x37,0x35,0x20,0x45,0x41,0x03  
Device ID 1, FSN = 7500175. 
 

 
 


